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My astronomical vita

Source: Erich Meyer Source: IAU/MPC

60cm reflector in the observatory



Asteroid 2006 LC (~100m diameter), 
14.6.2006, 19.6 mag, 16/min

Source: Erich Meyer

My astronomical vita

Astrometry of asteroids



Credit: Kepler Sternwarte Linz

My astronomical vita

Due to light pollution the 60cm telescope is transferred to the mountain "Hohe Dirn" and is upgraded to radio operation.
New owner: The astronomical society “Kepler observatory Linz”.



Sometimes I implement a long-term project; 
Example: 25 Planetary nebulae with same scale; 50cm Cassegrain, f/10

Credit: Erich Meyer

My astronomical vita

long term projects



Now I would like to present my last long-term project:

My  “entire sky image”

(360° x 180°, 50.000px x 40.000px, 6GB)
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My hardware for panoramic photography

- Equipment (mount, …) as simple as possible for mobile use

- I’m avoiding a computer in situ

- High-speed lens with fixed focal length

- Efficient focusing

- Clear star map

- Stabil and easy to handle tilt head

- Operation with rechargeable batteries



Credit: www.skywatcher.com

My preferred mobile mount



Focousing by Bahtinovmaske My preferred focousing : radio controlled

Tablet PC or smart phone

Advantage: Fast, efficient and especially comfortable handling 
without touching the lens.

Credit: www.tethertools.com

Symbol photo

DSLR with live view

local WLAN



Ball heads are unsuitable.

Credit: www.sirui.de

My preferred stabil and easy to handle tilt head



My mobile equipment,
overview

DSLR with lens

mount

tripod

rechargeable battery

Source: Erich Meyer



mount

Interface for local
WLAN

to tablet-PC

timer

tilt head

Source: Erich Meyer

My mobile equipment,
detail

Sigma Art lens, 
50mm,  f/1.4

DSLR, full frame, without IR-filter
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Software for panorama photography:

Panorama software (selection):

- Theli (Linux)

- Hugin

- Kolor Autopano Giga (my preferred software)

- …

Suitable projection types for very large panorama images:

- Hammer

- Spharic

- Mercator



Hammer projection

Advantage: 360° x 180°.
Disadvantage: Strong distortion at left and right edges of the image.

Credit: Erich Meyer



Sphaeric projection

Advantage: 360° x 180°. 
Disadvantage: Extreme distortion at top and bottom.

Credit: Erich Meyer



Mercator projection

Advantage: view is true to angle.
Disadvantage: Only 360° x 162° and higher contrast top and bottom (due to software).

Credit: Erich Meyer



Sphaeric projection

Credit: Erich Meyer

Panorama with 3 sky fields
(15mm, f/4.0, 6400ASA, each 2min)



Mercator projection

Credit: Erich Meyer

Panorama with 3 sky fields
(15mm, f/4.0, 6400ASA, each 2min)



My first attempt: Panorama with 3 sky fields
(50mm, f/2.8, 1600ASA, each 60min)

Credit: Erich Meyer
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Tip and tricks:

- Exact planning is already half the work

- Well-considered choice of observation sites (accessible in summer and winter) 

- Which focal length should I use (50mm or 85mm or 100mm or 135mm)?

- Use a fast lens

- Test how far to dim my lens

- I prefer a full frame camera

- DSLR camera without IR cut filter is recommended

- Sufficient overlapping of the sky fields

- Process sky fields as equally as possible (contrast, colour neutrality, ...)

- Problems with gradation at short focal lengths are evident

- Limitations for various image file formats

- Is the sky background black?

- Expose as long as possible

- Possible contamination of the lens with insect excrement

- Image processing- and panorama-software: some possible errors

- Comparison of own images with datas from satellites, e.g. Gaia, IRAS/COBE



Dark sky:
my observation sites
during this project.

Credit: NASA

Upper Austria



- Lens focal length: 50mm or 85mm or 100mm or 135mm?

Workload with   50mm focal length: 100% 
Workload with   85mm focal length: 270% → ~ 3 times !
Workload with 100mm focal length: 370% → ~ 4 times !
Workload with 135mm focal length:  660% → ~ 7 times !

- Use the largest possible useful aperture → time saving

For example, I reduce the aperture from f/1.4 to f/2.8.



Exact planning is already half the work.

Source: Erich Meyer

Camera alignment: ideal in RA and DEC (equatorial system).
My first goal was to photograph only the Milky Way completely. So I chose the galactic coordinate system.



Sufficient overlapping of the sky fields guarantees correct panorama

Source: Erich Meyer



Gradation problems especially 
with short focal lengths 

(see left picture).

Credit: Erich Meyer



Limitations for various image file format:

- TIFF:  limitated to a maximum of 2 GByte

- JPEG: limitated to a maximum of 30.000 pixel per coordinate

Solution:

PSB- or PSD-file format

Advantage: no limit in size

Disadvantage: huge file size



Is the starry sky basically black?

Credit: Erich Meyer



Expose as long as possible!

To double the SNR (signal noise ratio), four times the exposure time is required!

Two examples:



Panorama with 6 sky fields
(50mm f/2.8, 1600ASA, each 3.6h)

Credit: Erich Meyer



Panorama with 3 sky fields
(50mm f/2.8, 1600ASA, each 3.3h)

Credit: Erich Meyer



Credit: Erich Meyer

Panorama with 3 sky fields
(Image inverted to better recognize the galactic cirrus)



Credit: IRAS/COBE (www.cosmotography.com/images/galactic_cirrus.html)

Galactic cirrus limits deep exposed images!



‘Starreduction’:
Example without (left) or 
with (right) ‘starreduction’.

Advantage: Fine structures 
come into their own.

Disadvantage: ?

Credit: Erich Meyer



‘Starreduction’:
Example without (left) or with 
(right) starreduction.

Disadvantage: In areas with high 
star density artifacts possible.

Credit: Erich Meyer



insect excrement

Credit: Erich Meyer

Artefacts (dark areas) possible, 
when sample points for

DBE were badly set in PI. 



Attention: You have loaded a lot of pictures for 
a panorama. 
Now you want to exchange one picture. 
It is possible that the image swap is displayed 
afterwards, but the image swap was not carried 
out in the main memory!
Be careful!

Image processing with panorama software: some possible errors



Now I tested my knowledge and photographed a panorama of the entire Milky Way:



My first 360°-Milky Way panorama
(37 sky fields, 50mm f/2.8, 1600ASA, each 60min;

finished after one year of work)

Credit: Erich Meyer



After two years later I finished my project of my “entire sky image”:



Result: my „entire sky image“
360° x 180°, 50.000px x 40.000px, 6GB

(79 star fields, 50mm f/2.8, 1600ASA, each 60min;
finished after three years of work)

Credit: Erich Meyer
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Comparison of own images with datas from satellite Gaia (stars only)

Credits: ESA/Gaia/DPAC, A. Moitinho / A. F. Silvia / M. Barros / C. Barata, University of Lisbon, Portugal; H. Savietto, Fork Resarch, Portugal. 



Credit: Erich Meyer
Credits: ESA/Gaia/DPAC, A. Moitinho / A. F. Silvia / M. Barros / C. Barata, University of Lisbon, Portugal; 
H. Savietto, Fork Resarch, Portugal. 

Comparison of own images with datas from satellite Gaia (stars only)



Credit: Erich Meyer

Credits: ESA/Gaia/DPAC, A. Moitinho / A. F. Silvia / M. Barros / C. Barata, University of Lisbon, Portugal; 
H. Savietto, Fork Resarch, Portugal. 

Comparison of own images with datas from satellite Gaia (stars only)



Credit: Erich Meyer
Credits: ESA/Gaia/DPAC, A. Moitinho / A. F. Silvia / M. Barros / C. Barata, University of Lisbon, Portugal; 
H. Savietto, Fork Resarch, Portugal. 

Comparison of own images with datas from satellite Gaia (stars only)



Comparison of own images with datas from satellite IRAS/COBE (galactic cirrus only)



Credit: Erich MeyerCredit: IRAS/COBE (www.cosmotography.com/images/galactic_cirrus_html)

Comparison of own images with datas from satellite IRAS/COBE (galactic cirrus only)



Credit: Erich MeyerCredit: IRAS/COBE (www.cosmotography.com/images/galactic_cirrus_html)

Comparison of own images with datas from satellite IRAS/COBE (galactic cirrus only)



Credit: Erich MeyerCredit: IRAS/COBE (www.cosmotography.com/images/galactic_cirrus_html)

Comparison of own images with datas from satellite IRAS/COBE (galactic cirrus only)
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Best presentation of very large panoramas as print (> 30.000px):

My tip: The bigger the picture, the better.



My Milky Way Panorama (6m) at the IAU Conference in Vienna 2018

Source: Erich Meyer



Best presentation of very large panoramas via beamer or screen:

- 4k devices optimal

- Presentation with panorama-viewer

- Animated camera movements are impressive



Presentation with panorama viewer (selection):

- Software „Pano2VR“

- Software „kr panorama viewer“

- Software „sViewer“

This software presents a panorama on a spherical surface. Navigating is very easy.



switch to sViewer



Animated camera movements are impressive

Milkyway center (new)

LMC and SMC

M42 to M31 (annotated)

For the creation of animated camera movements I use the software "Magix Video deluxe plus".

file:///C:/Users/ermey/Documents/Eigen/Dokumente/Vorträge/CEDIC_2019/CEDIC_final/11_video.mp4
file:///C:/Users/ermey/Pictures/Camera Roll/Nachtaufnahmen/Milchstrasse/Kurzvideo/2_Kurzvideo_LMC_SMC_4k_30fps_2m4s.mp4
file:///C:/Users/ermey/Pictures/Camera Roll/Nachtaufnahmen/Milchstrasse/Kurzvideo/Kurzvideo_Zentralbereich_lang_belichtet_4k_2m20s_Variante.mp4
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What I would do differently if I repeated this huge project: 

- Using a Goto Mount

- Use only locations with excellent weather conditions (≠ Upper Austria)

- Equatorial coordinates for DSLR orientation



Finally: An ecological conclusion of my “entire sky-image” project :

- traveled by plane:    55.000km 

- traveled by car:           4.400km

 Ecological footprint: 
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Credit: Erich Meyer

My 360° “entire sky image” with the faint Zodiacal dust band (galactic coordinates)



Credit: Erich Meyer

Is the structure in the Zodiacal dust band real?  

The 360° Zodiacal dust band (ecliptic coordinates)



Credit: https://apod.nasa.gov/apod/ap120405.html 

360° Zodiacal dust band (with “Gegenschein”) from Miroslav Druckmüller



Credit: Erich Meyer

Half asteroid belt; base: 530.000 numbered asteroids



Credit: Erich Meyer

Half asteroid belt; base: 530.000 numbered asteroids



Ecliptic planeSun

±2° opposite the
plane of Jupiter

Credit: Erich Meyer

Cross section of the asteroid belt; base: 530.000 numbered asteroids



credit: „asteroid families“, Wikipedia



credit: http://hamilton.dm.unipi.it/astdys/index.php?pc=5

Asteroid families “Nysa Polana” and “Koronis”
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Field No. date
A 2019 02 01 
B 2017 08 16
C 2019 02 04
D 2016 04 07
E 2016 04 07
F 2016 04 09
G 2016 04 11
H 2016 04 11
I 2016 09 28
J 2016 09 27
K 2017 08 16
L 2016 08 01
M 2016 09 28
N 2016 08 08
O 2016 09 29
P 2016 09 28
Q 2016 09 28
R 2015 11 18
S 2015 12 06
T 2015 12 07
U 2016 01 29
V 2017 01 02
W 2019 02 01
X 2019 01 31
Y 2018 04 18
Z 2019 02 01
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Source: Erich Meyer

26 of 79 star fields show parts 
of the Zodiacal dust band



Thank you very much for your attention

Erich Meyer, Linz, Austria
er.meyer@gmx.at

Member of the astronomical society „Kepler Observatory Linz“

Credit: Erich Meyer


